DearMob’s 5KPlayer 3.6 Released In
Time for Oscars 2016 Pictures
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., Feb. 29, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — DearMob’s 5KPlayer
makes a quantum leap into Version 3.6 for Windows and Mac upon the
announcement of Oscars 2016 winners, offering an ideal choice for users to
watch Oscars 2016 best pictures including “Spotlight,” “The Revenant” and
more with the free video player. For refined video quality, this upgrade
involves major improvements in playing encrypted online videos and AirPlay to
Apple tvOS 9.2 released on Feb. 23, the previous bug of playing videos
without sound also gets addressed on both Windows and Mac.
To bring the best pictures in the 88th Academy Awards to each audience,
5KPlayer fixed two problems with online watching and video downloading (when
legitimate), so that anyone can use it to watch “Spotlight,” “The Revenant,”
and “Mad Max: Fury Road” with non-faulty soundtracks, original subtitles, and
no video choke or mosaic. Another homegrown option of 5KPlayer called AirPlay
also sees a fine-tune in conjunction with the latest Apple tvOS 9.2 upgrade,
which can present movies from PC (Windows 10 compatible) or Mac to Apple TV.
Nominated Oscar pictures are out of theaters before the voting procedure
begins, according to www.oscars.org. Thus users can resort to other channels
such as 5KPlayer for a legal copy. The online download module is adjusted so
as to analyze and download streaming videos from legal sites. In front of
Oscars 2016 movies with world-class visual effects and screenplay, 5KPlayer
Version 3.6 for Windows and Mac comes just in time.
The brand new AirPlay kernel of 5KPlayer supports any Oscars 2016 movies for
AirPlay from PC to Apple TV for bigger-screen enjoyment. Apple buffs can now
upgrade to the latest Apple tvOS 9.2 with 5KPlayer working deftly. Despite
dozens of 3rd party AirPlay servers squashed by AirPlay in iOS 9.0 or newer,
5KPlayer is a resilient candidate to catch up with the latest Apple updates.
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Pricing and Availability:
5KPlayer is totally free and clean. Now the Version 3.6 for Windows and Mac
are available for download at http://www.5kplayer.com/.
About DearMob Inc.:
DearMob, Inc. is a promising mobile software developing company developing
useful software for Windows, Mac, iOS and Android users. Its product lines
currently involve in new-generation multimedia playing, music video streaming
and downloading and multi-screen video playback, and will extend to mobile

apps, mobile antivirus and file backup solutions. For more information about
the company, please visit: http://www.5kplayer.com.
Twitter: @5KPlayer
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